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In explosive hydrogen burning that occurs in cataclysmic events� i�e� �X�ray� Novae�
the ��O����� reaction is the most likely pathway that leads from the �hot�� carbon nitrogen
oxygen cycle found in main sequence stars into the nucleosynthesis of proton�rich elements
up to mass ��� via the rapid proton capture process� This reaction is also the major energy
generating step during the thermonuclear runaway in such stellar events� However� a direct
measurement of the ��O����� reaction is very challanging� due to the low cross section at
the relevant astrophysical energies�

It is proposed to investigate properties of this so�called breakout reaction via a study of
the relevant ��decays of excited states in ��Ne� These resonances will be populated using
an inverse ��Ne�d�p� reaction� The recoiling proton that is produced in this binary reaction
uniquely tags the states in ��Ne that have been populated� Moreover� the detection of the
��Ne�ejectiles� decay products � and ��O is greatly improved due to the high laboratory
momenta at which they are formed in this inverse kinematics approach� This opens
then the opportunity to investigate the relevant branching ratios under advantageous
experimental conditions�

Exploratory experiments have been carried out at the radioactive ion beam facility in
Louvain�la�Neuve� Belgium� using an especially designed high granularity large solid angle
silicon strip detector array� The cross sections measured there show that the advent of
radioactive ��Ne beams of intensities in excess of ��� ions�sec at ISAC makes a study of
the important properties of the ��O����� reaction using the ��Ne�d�p� approach feasible�

Hence� an experiment is suggested that uses the d���Ne�p���Ne������O reaction at
���MeV per nucleon to yield unprecedented information using the TUDA scattering facility
and a solid state strip detector array to detect the tagging protons and decay products�
The ��Ne�beam should have a minimum intensity of ��� ions per sec� A total beamtime
of twenty �� hour long shifts is requested� which is needed to provide the necessary data�
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Experimental area

ISAC�HE� TUDA

Primary beam and target �energy� energy spread� intensity� pulse characteristics� emittance�

Secondary channel ISAC�HE

Secondary beam �particle type� momentum range� momentum bite� solid angle� spot size� emmittance� intensity�
beam purity� target� special characteristics�

p�Zeolith� ���MeV� cw

��Ne �unstable� up to ���s������MeV per nucleon� ��O �stable�� ���MeV per nucleon
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TRIUMF SUPPORT�

NON�TRIUMF SUPPORT

TUDA services as presented to and reviewed by TRIUMF including an electronics cabin
and special grounding�

The TUDA facility� including considerable manpower for setting up and operation will be
provided by the University of Edinburgh�
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Standard TUDA operation with a short�lived radioactive isotope ���Ne� T������s��
Low voltage detectors and electronics�
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� Scienti�c Justi�cation

The main source of nuclear energy production in the majority of so�called main se�
quence or hydrogen rich stars is the fusion of hydrogen to helium through the proton�
proton chain reactions at stellar core temperatures less than �����K� However� for tem�
peratures higher than this value� the fusion reaction pathway proceeds via the CNO�cycle�
The seed nuclei C� N and O are not consumed during this process� they rather act as cata�
lysts� If� however� the temperature exceeds �����K� e�g� in X�ray bursters and maybe
even in novae ���� the seed nuclei are rapidly converted into heavier isotopes by a series of
� and proton induced capture reactions� This series is initiated by a radiative � capture
on the nucleus that has the longest half�life in the hot�CNO cycle� ��O� This produces
��Ne�nuclei� which can be converted into ��Na via radiative proton capture ��� �see �gure
���

Unfortunately� the radiative � capture on ��O is the least well known of these reactions�
Since it is at the beginning of this breakout pathway� it will have to be measured if we are
to have con�dence in the energy release calculation for such events as well as the isotope
abundances produced by the rapid proton capture model�

��� Importance of the Experiment

The reaction rate coe�cient � �� � of a radiative � capture through a single resonance
at energy Er in a stellar environment of temperature T is given by

� �� �� �� exp��ErkT �

where

�� � spin statistical factor �
����

�����
�

For resonances well below the Coulomb barrier where

�� �� ��

the approximation given above can be replaced by�

� �� �� ��� exp��ErkT �

Hence� below the Coulomb barrier knowledge of the resonance energy Er and its ��decay
width �� is su�cient to deduce the reaction rate� The ��decay width �� can be calculated
from a branching ratio measurement� provided that the total width is known� which in
the cases under investigation is totally dominated by �� partial width� This width might
be deduced from states in the mirror nucleus ��Ne �	�� A direct measurement of �� of the
states of interest in ��Ne is currently under way at Louvain�la�Neuve�
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Figure � shows a scheme of levels in ��Ne situated above the ��decay threshold� The
corresponding centre of mass energies in the ��O � � The resonances of particular nuclear
astrophysics interest lie a ���keV� ���keV and ���	keV in the ��O � � centre of mass
system� corresponding to compound states in ��Ne at ���		MeV� ��	�MeV and ����MeV
respectively� They dominate the reaction rates at temperatures that might be found in
the cataclysmic scenarios mentioned above �see �gure 	�� The ���		MeV resonance is well
below the coulomb barrier� Since the resonance energy is known� the reaction rate for
the helium burning of ��O can be determined� if the branching ratio can be measured�
This is the quantity the proposed experiment is aiming at� Due to the low energy loss
the protons formed in the inverse ���d�p� reaction are a unique tag for the excited states
in ��Ne that have been populated� In addition� this single nucleon pick�up reaction will
provide su�cient cross section to populate the states of interest abundently enough to
measure the small branching ratios involved�

��� Competitive Measurements

Up to now� no direct measurements of this reaction for the energy region of nuclear as�
trophysical interest have been performed� A study of the ��F�	He�t���Ne������O reaction
gave some useful information concerning states in ��Ne above ���MeV excitation energy�
However� the states of particular astrophysical interest have not been observed ���� Indir�
ect methods have used transfer reactions on mirror nuclei �	�� to determine the branching
ratios of interest� However� the validity of such approaches seems to be questionable ����

The test experiment mentioned above has taken place at the radioactive beam facility
at Louvain�la�Neuve� Belgium� A ��Ne beam of ���ions�s at an incident energy of �� MeV
has been used to perform the d���Ne���Ne��p reaction on a �CD��n�target of ���mg�cm�

thickness� Three LEDA�type silicon strip detector arrays �� have been used to measure
the particles decays of the excited states in ��Ne� A total of 	�� strips have been used
and both energy and time�of��ight with respect to the cyclotron frequency were recorded
for each strip�

The protons produced in this reaction tag the population of speci�c excited states in
��Ne� A triple coincidence with an ��particle and a heavy fragment having the appropriate
angular signature enables the determination of the branching ratios of interest� The set�up
was capable of measuring three particle coincidences with a total e�ciency of ����� Figure
� shows a preliminary angular distribution for the protons obtained between �	� and �
�
degrees and �ltered by the condition that the event has yielded a proton in this angular
range ���� The background from fusion evaporation is featureless and exponentially falling
o� at these angles� which has been determined performing a reference measurement on a
�CH��n target�

This test experiment shows the detection of ���� events at the proton energy that
tags the population of the ���		MeV state in ��Ne�� The cross section is of the order of
���mb�sr�  From �rst results it is possible to project the likely data yield with improved
detector geometry and ��Ne�beam intensity expected at ISAC� This extrapolation shows
that the potential to obtain useful information on � branching ratios is unique at the
ISAC facility� However� a beam intensity in excess of ��� ��Ne ions�s would be required to
get new information on the ��branching ratio of the ���		MeV state� This beam intensity
will be available at ISAC at a suitable energy for this measurement�
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Unfortunately� the ��decay of ��Ne nuclei produced in this excited state has not been
observed in the test experiment� This is due to the very low branching ratio ! an estimate
has been given by K� Langanke et al� ��� ! and the limited triple coincidence e�ciency of
����� However� triple coincidences have been observed from the decay of states with high
� branching ratios� e�g� from the excited state at ��
��MeV� These decays are suitable to
check the coincidence e�ciency in such an experiment�

��� Theoretical Calculations

The maximum yield for the inverse ��Ne�d�p� reaction can be expected at around
�MeV per nucleon as can be seen from the results of an exploratory DWBA calculation
given in �gure �� The parameters of the potentials in the di�erent channels have been
chosen in the following way�

� For the p���Ne channel the parameters of ���� have been used�

� The excited state in ��Ne is described as pure single particle state using the same
parameters for the radius and di�useness as in the proton case�

� Spin�orbit interaction has been neglected and the depth of the central potential has
been adjusted to get the experimental binding energies of the resonances referring
to the n���Ne threshold �����

� For the resonance at ���		MeV �J��	���� l�� has been assumed�

� The d���Ne optical potentials are taken from �����

Following this calculation the cross section rises monotonically between ��� and ��MeV
per nucleon� However� the cross section varies much less in the backward hemisphere� due
to the rise in the centre of mass velocity� For example the ��O�d�p���O reaction shows only
a variation of about a factor two in the relevant angular range ����� Hence� performing the
proposed experiment at ��� MeV per nucleon incident energy will not yield prohibitively
low cross sections in the backward hemisphere�

This incident energy also assures that the following conditions are met�

� The recoiling protons produced in the d���Ne���Ne��p reaction need to have su�cient
energy to be detected�

� The energy of these protons will be well above the � background produced by the
decay of the incident beam particles

A Monte�Carlo simulation using the results from the test experiment have been used
to optimise the experimental set�up� Isotropic angular distributions have been used to
simulate a worst case scenario� In addition� the energy loss and straggling e�ects that the
particles involved in the reaction undergo have been taken into account�

With the aid of the results of these simulations given in �gure 
� one can �nd the
optimal angular ranges to be covered by the set�up to detect the � and ��O decay products�
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which have originated from excited states of astrophysical interest in ��Ne� The simulations
also show that the optimal energy resolution for the protons that tag the populated excited
state in ��Ne can be found in the backward hemisphere� This is due to the steep rise in
proton energy with angle that occures in the forward hemisphere� From the simulation
it is clear that an optimum detection of alpha particle and ��O should cover � to �
degrees� However� the elastic scattering background will make it impossible for a solid
state detector array to be used close to � degrees� Though for angles larger than � degrees
such a set�up will be proposed for this experiment�

� Description of the Experiment

The proposed experimental set�up shown in �gure  of three silicon strip detector
arrays� use one LEDA�type �� and one RX detector array consisting of ��� and 
� annular
strips� respectively� They will cover 		 to �� degrees and �� to � degrees� respectively�
Their purpose will be to detect ��O and � particles from the resonances� decays�

The protons that tag the populated states in ��Ne will be detected in a second LEDA�
type detector mounted at backward angles� which consists of ��� strips� All detectors
have su�cient thickness to stop the decay products under investigation�

��� Experimental Resolution

A precise count rate estimation for the population of the state in ��Ne at ���		MeV
excitation energy is very di�cult� During the test experiment a total of ��� protons were
detected tagging the formation of a ��Ne� nucleus in this excited state in a �h run� Taking
the singles detection e�ciency of ���� into account� a total of � 
� of such protons have
been produced� Assuming a beam intensity of ��� ions per sec and target thickness of
���mg�cm� a total of �����
 of such protons would be produced� i�e� �� per second�
However� the yield at ���MeV per nucleon incident energy might be a factor two lower�

Assuming an improved single event e�ciency of ���� one can expect to detect �	
tagging protons per second� In a ���h run a total of �����
 of such protons would
be detected� To estimate the branching ratio sensitivity the triple coincidence e�ciency
has to be taken into account which is ����� A branching ratio of � would yield �����


detected triples� Hence� a branching ratio of ���� as calculated by Langanke would yield
������ detected triple coincidences�

� Readiness

The installation of the TUDA facility has been discussed with the TRIUMF man�
agement and it is planned that the detector array� vacuum chamber and electronics are
provided by the University of Edinburgh� They will be shipped from there in March to
early summer ����� During that period the electronics cabin will have been constructed
by TRIUMF providing shielding from electronic noise and will provide stable temperature
conditions� It is forseen that after two months the system will be ready for tests with
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��sources� The system should be operational in September ���� to take both stable and
radioactive beams� This milestone provides a time frame that is �exible enough to deal
with unforeseen problems�

� Beam Time required

��Ne�beam at ���MeV per nucleon and ��� ions per sec�

� Set�up of spectrometer and calibration � shifts

� Measurement on �CD��n�target ����mg�cm��� �� shifts

� Measurement on �CH��n�target ����mg�cm��� � shifts

� Measurement on ��C�target ����mg�cm��� � shifts

� Measurement on ���Au�target ����mg�cm��� � shifts

� Total request �� shifts

� Data Analysis

The design of the TUDA data acquisition system is in the �nal stage and we expact
a data handling rate of up to ����� events per second� Storage on DLT tapes as well
as on hard disk is foreseen and o��line analysis in Edinburgh has been secured� The
data analysis will follow the same lines as used for the test experiment data obtained in
Louvain�la�Neuve�
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Fig� 	 The ��O�������Ne reaction rate as a function of temperature showing the total
reaction rate and the contributions of the major resonances calculated by P� Magnus et
al� ����
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Fig� 
 Monte�carlo simulation of the angular distribution of counts from decays of the
excited state in ��Ne at ���		MeV populated via the d���Ne���Ne��p reaction as a function
of the laboratory angle� ��Ne� products �dotted line�� Moreover� the angular ranges for
��O �dashed line� and � particles �solid line� that originated in the decays from the excited
��Ne� nuclei are given�
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Fig�  Sketch of the proposed experimental set�up� The TUDA scattering chamber housing
the set�up is not shown� The angular ranges covered are � � �� deg �RX� �� � 		 deg �LEDA
�� and ��� � ��� deg �LEDA ��� respectively�
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